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Slides on skipping and listening patterns from study of Norwegian streaming service WiMP Music (from presentations at by:Larm 2013 and 2014).

See more results at www.cloudsandconcerts.com

Prime time for discovery
(normalized)

Many skip and search when exploring music and creating playlists. And many skip and search during weekend parties.

Data: 9 weeks 2012
New Artists Discovery

More than 40% of ‘playlist discovery’ from editorial lists

Figures here only show artists which are streamed for the first time by each user.

Mobile skipping ratio during 24 hours

Data: 9 weeks in 2013
On a mobile it is more common to stream songs in the sequence they appear on in an album, compared to when listening on a desktop. At the same time, a lot of tracks are skipped within an album on mobile.

Data: 9 weeks in 2013

14% or tracks streamed more than once, account for 72% of all streams

Data: 9 weeks in 2013
Average streams per album track number for five genres
(normalized)

Streams decrease with rising track numbers in an album. Pop has the largest fall in streams with rising track number, while classical music varies the least.

Variation per listening session

*) A listening session is defined here as continuous streaming without a break of more than one hour.
Affordances of streaming media

Affordances of the listening media and design of user interface are important to understand streaming modes (e.g., mobility, session length, search, skipping, favorites, genre patterns).

The tempo increases, in a way, for better or worse. In a way it’s great not to be tied to an album which turned out to suck, after you’ve spent 90 minutes listening to it. At the same time... you miss out on that [experience], ‘cause you only play the three most popular songs.
(23 year old man, 2010)

Fast forward is a good thing. The skip button is a great invention.
(50 year old man, 2010)

I’m old fashion. I still like listening to whole albums. […] The biggest difference [with streaming] is that you might not listen to it again, whereas before you would have a CD collecting dust, which you later realized at a party or whatever, that “Fuck, did I buy this?! Why?! (38 year old man, 2012)

Affordances of streaming media

Context and patterns of everyday life

Playlist use and daytime patterns indicate individual ways of streaming.

Yet, everyday habits influence listening greatly (as with most media).

If it’s raining, I might listen to jazz. It’s like, depending on the weather.
(23 year old man, 2011)

At our place – I live live in a shared flat with two other – there’s always music playing, really. We all have subscription for Spotify or WiMP or both.
(24 year woman, 2012)